Guidelines for Helping Your Child With Reading
Learning to read begins early, right from the day a child is born. A child learns spoken
language when they hear their family talking, laughing, singing and they respond to those
sounds. Give your child as much experience with language as possible.
• Quick Tips for Playing with Words and Sounds
A life full of conversation and interaction sets the foundation for a child’s ability to
understand language. When is the right time for this interaction?
• Wherever possible and as often as possible.
• When eating, playing, taking a walk or riding in a car.
• Just remember to keep it simple, natural and fun. These interactions can be a part
of the caring environment you are already giving your child.
Having books available and reading and talking to your child about how print works
helps them begin to understand written language.
• Concepts About Print

Quick Tips for Playing with Words and Sounds
When reading a rhyming book, singing a song or reciting a nursery rhyme:
• Encourage the child to join in as he/she begins to learn the text or pattern
• Talk about rhyming words
• Invite the child to complete the rhyme by pausing before you read or say
the rhyming word
After reading a passage several times, you may ask:
• “Which words on this page rhyme?”
• “Which word rhymes with _____?”
• “Which two words rhyme? (Jill and hill or went and hill)
Say a word and ask a word that rhymes
Break words apart by clapping parts of words (syllables)
• Familiar words
• Names
• Environmental print like grocery stores, restaurants, signs and products
Blend sounds
• Say the word in “secret language” and child guesses what word is said
Identify beginning and ending sounds
Find objects that begin, end, or contain sounds
• ABC game in the car
• Find letters on license plates
• Find letters on billboards and signs
Sing songs that segment words into individual sounds
• Bingo Was His Name
• Old McDonald Had a Farm
On the way to ______, “Let’s think about all the words:
• We can say that start with the letter ________.”
• That contain _____.” (a letter, for example - the “p” in purple, bump,
hippo)
Compare words that have same endings

Concepts About Print
Book Knowledge
• Show me the front of the book.
• Where is the back of the book?
• Which page should we read first? (Ask this question when there is writing on the
left-hand and the right-hand page.)
• Let the child hold the book and turn the pages.
Directionality
• Show me where to start reading on the page.
• Can you point to the words as I read? (Have the child do this when there are
minimum words on the page.)
• I ran out of words. Where should I go next to read? (Ask this at the end of a line
before going to the next line of print.)
Visual conventions
• Show me a letter (Or word or sentence).
• Put your finger in the space between words.
• Show me a period (Or question mark or exclamation mark).
• Find the letter b (Choose upper and lowercase).
Auditory conventions
• Here is the letter b. What sound does that make?
• Can you find the letter that says “b”?
• Listen while I read this sentence (Use of punctuation, emphasis on certain words,
for example).

Writing
Children’s writing follows a developmental progression that is illustrated in this
document. Stages of Children’s Writing Document
When some children begin the labeling stage of writing, they may find pictures give them
a way to connect sounds in words. The Alphabet Poster has clipart pictures that are used
for this connection.
Writing Samples
Writing samples allow for examination of the characteristics of quality writing in
different genres. The samples can be used to compare and contrast a child’s writing.
When viewing the samples, speech bubbles or callouts highlight content and
organization.
The writing samples are scored using the Writing Content descriptors of the District 196
Report Card Marking Code Descriptions. The scores apply only to these samples,
whereas a report card grade is based on the characteristics of a child’s writing across a
trimester.
Writing Content Samples
Small Moments are focused stories that retell a sequence of events from students’ lives.
• Proficient Sample 1
• Proficient Sample 2
• Exemplary Sample 1
• Exemplary Sample 2

The Alphabet
Aa
Dd
Gg
Jj
Mm
Pp

Bb
Ee
Hh
Kk
Nn
Qq

Cc
Ff
Ii
Ll
Oo
Rr

Ss
Vv
Yy

Tt
Ww
Zz

Uu
Xx
Curr. Serv/Handwriting/K,1/alphabetclipart.indd
District 196 Graphics 3/2/06

Writing Sample Explanation
Each writing sample has information highlighted in
blue to explain characteristics of effective writing.
Text highlighted in red indicates the story has been
rewritten using conventional spelling.
The student writing samples contain both transitional
and conventional spelling (see Stages of
Children’s Writing information page).

This small moment includes some details using several sentences across pages. 
The topic is about a block party.

We were having fun at the block party.

Extra details added
by saying where the bat
is flying.

We saw a bat flying above us.

Extra detail of
fireworks being
pretty.

We put on fireworks. It was pretty.

Writing Sample Explanation
Each writing sample has information highlighted in
blue to explain characteristics of effective writing.
Text highlighted in red indicates the story has been
rewritten using conventional spelling.
The student writing samples contain both transitional
and conventional spelling (see Stages of
Children’s Writing information page).

This story is focused on the topic of giving her sister a bath. A variety of sentences are used.

I gave my sister a bath.

She splashed water on me.

Trying a new sentence
structure, dialogue.

I said, “It’s time to get out.” (I said)

Writing Sample Explanation
Each writing sample has information highlighted in
blue to explain characteristics of effective writing.
Text highlighted in red indicates the story has been
rewritten using conventional spelling.
The student writing samples contain both transitional
and conventional spelling (see Stages of
Children’s Writing information page).

This story is focused on one event, uses interesting language and gives extra details.

In Christmas we were singing in church and I sang Star Rose in the East.

Extra
detail.

Then I sang go tell it on the mountain, over the hills and everywhere. And it started over again.

Interesting
vocabulary and
stating feelings
to end the story.

And we sang Silent Night, Holy Night. I felt like a rock star because I sang two solos.

Writing Sample Explanation
Each writing sample has information highlighted in
blue to explain characteristics of effective writing.
Text highlighted in red indicates the story has been
rewritten using conventional spelling.
The student writing samples contain both transitional
and conventional spelling (see Stages of
Children’s Writing information page).

This story is focused and written in order of the events. The sentences vary, including details
and transitions.

I went to Chuck E. Cheese with my brothers and my mom and my sister.

Details in
pictures.

Chuck E. Cheese gave me two high fives. One was while I was playing a game. Another was while I was getting my prize.

Interesting use
of words

And next time I’ll go to Chuck E. Cheese he’ll give me a high five.

Handwriting
Kindergarten students are taught manuscript handwriting using district-developed
materials.
The District 196 Language Arts Frameworks and the Minnesota Academic Standards
handwriting expectations for kindergarten:
1. Use efficient and consistent motions to form letters and numbers
a. Monitor size, shape, and placement of letters
b. Notice differences between the features of letters
2. Write left to right and top to bottom
3. Print first and last name
Posters showing the correct letter and number formations:
• The Alphabet
• Numbers

Fine motor coordination contributes to a child’s ability to form letters and numbers.
Activities that can be done at home to help improve a child’s fine motor coordination:
• Hand and Finger Strength
• Shoulder Strength and Stability

The Alphabet

/Aa//Bb//Cc//Dd/

/Ee//Ff//Gg//Hh/

//Ii///Jj///Kk///Ll//
///Mm//Nn//Oo///

//Pp//Qq//Rr//Ss//

//Tt//Uu/Vv/Ww//

///Xx///Yy///Zz////
Curr. Serv/Handwriting/K, 1, 2/Poster
District 196 Graphics 5/2/2006

Numbers

////1////2////3////

////4////5////6////

////7////8////9////
////10//////////////

Curr. Serv/Handwriting/K1/Numbers
District 196 Graphics 8/30/2006

Hand and Finger Strength
Hand Strength:
• Use a spray bottle to clean surfaces, wash windows, or while
playing outside
• Use a spray bottle with colored water to spray the snow
• Work with toy tools, such as hammers, pliers, and
screwdrivers at a workbench. Pound golf tees into large
stryofoam pieces with a hammer
• Pull apart resistive toys such as Legos, bristle blocks, or popbeads of various sizes
• Pull apart strips of Velcro or Velcro toys
• Play with play-dough, silly putty or clay to build animals,
people, and objects
• Rip or tear heavy paper or cardboard to complete and
decorate a project
• Use hole punchers and staplers when making projects. Punch
holes around an object/animal to lace with yarn. Use the
round pieces from the hole-punch to decorate a project
• Crumple paper – use it to make a game
• Play with squeeze toys or squeeze old tennis balls, stress
balls, etc.

Finger Strength:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use tweezers or clothespins to pick up or transfer items
Build with small Legos
Pinch bubble wrap between thumb and fingers
Play with eyedroppers and water
Pull golf tees out of Styrofoam
Play with clothes or toys that have snaps, buttons, or zippers

Shoulder Strength and Stability
• Work with Legos, puzzles, games, or writing tasks while
laying on the stomach
• Stack large blocks at or above child’s height
• Crawl around large furniture, over cushions or beanbags, up
and down inclines
• Walk with a partner like a wheelbarrow
• Walk like an animal (crab, bear, seal, snake)
• Paint large boxes, such as appliance boxes, to make pretend
cars, stores, etc
• Wash windows – using spray bottles will also help with prescissor skills and building hand/finger strength
• Push furniture around to clean or re-organize, such as tables,
chairs, ottomans, etc.
• Push a vacuum cleaner
• Do push-ups against a wall
• Carry objects with a slightly challenging weight
• Pull others in a wagon
• Write on paper mounted on a wall or an easel
• Write on windows using window markers
• Play on play sets such as monkey bars, swings and climbing
equipment
• Shovel snow to build a fort/castle or dig in the dirt to plant
flowers

